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It has a stark beauty all its own. It’s like much of the high desert of 
the United States.

– Mission Commander Neil Armstrong after planting the Ameri-
can flag on the surface of the moon, 21 July 1969
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Reflecting on greg gillespie's manuscript and thinking about 
writing this foreword, I am haunted by a parade of bumper stickers: 
“What is the definition of a workaholic? Someone who doesn’t 

hunt”; “Deer hunters will do anything for a buck”; “Hunters get more 
buck for their bang”; “Hunting is done to death.” Too long at my desk, 
and feeling neither the lure of the chase nor need for greater excitement or 
another dollar, I am particularly struck by the last of these aphorisms. Is there 
anything more to be said about hunting from a scholarly perspective?1

 Any good library holds dozens, even hundreds, of books and even more 
articles and essays on the topic. They range from claims that hunting is 
a sacred art to meditations upon hunting as an integral part of human 
nature; from reflections on the characteristics of hunters and those opposed 
to hunting to treatises on the ethos behind killing animals for sport; from 
discussions of hunting by indigenes to analyses of the roles that hunters 
and fishers played in furthering the conservation movement; from the 
politics of the Black Act of 1723, intended to protect game for the English 
aristocracy, to the dispossession and exclusion of Native peoples through 
the establishment of game parks and sanctuaries in the “new worlds”; 
and from thrilling fictional adventure stories for young boys, through 
romantic tales of “great white hunters,” to first-person accounts of their 
escapades by scores of those who set out in quest of game from Argentina 
to Zimbabwe between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries.2 
 In the last twenty years, there have been dozens of studies of hunting 

foreword

Domesticating the Exotic
by Graeme Wynn
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ii Foreword

in different parts of the globe, and many have taken their cue from John 
MacKenzie’s declaration that more attention should be given to the place 
of hunting in the establishment and extension of British imperialism since 
the nineteenth century.3 This is a vast and intricate subject because the 
contributions of hunting to the imperial enterprise were many and com-
plex – although few scholars would go quite so far as the Scot Denis Lyell, 
who hunted in India and Africa just over a century ago and attributed the 
imperial edifice that spanned the globe, the Pax Britannica, to the attrac-
tion of its constituent countries as “the home of wild game.”4

 More often than not, to be sure, wild animals were abundant when 
Europeans first came to new world territories, and many of the indigenous 
beasts that the newcomers encountered were immensely intimidating in 
size and/or ferocity. In these circumstances hunting, long the indulgent 
perquisite of the British upper classes, assumed new and useful mean-
ings. Imperial hunters were easily seen as harbingers of civilization. They 
opened the way to settlement and saved unfortunate locals from people-
eating beasts. 
 Hunters on remote frontiers also exhibited and epitomized the bravery 
and composure required of distant representatives of the crown. When 
“muscular Christianity” – the conviction that sport fostered Christian moral-
ity, physical fitness, and “manly” character – held sway in English private 
schools, it was easy to extend to the hunting grounds of empire the claim 
made by influential novelist Charles Kingsley and others, that the playing 
fields of England imparted “virtues which no books can give … not merely 
daring and endurance, but, better still temper, self-restraint, fairness, honor, 
unenvious approbation of another’s success, and all that ‘give and take’ of 
life which stand a man in good stead when he goes forth into the world, and 
without which, indeed, his success is always maimed and partial.”5

 Hunting abroad was indubitably more dangerous, exciting, invigorat-
ing, and affirming than it was “at home.” By one account, written by 
an East India Company official who regarded work as an unfortunate 
interruption of his favourite pastime, “the Gentlemen of England” hardly 
knew what sport was. “Knocking over” partridges and hares “in a little bit 
of a plantation, or an unromantic grain field” stood no comparison with 
shooting in the subcontinent: “The one is confined … the other bound-
less, the one dull and tame, the other exciting to a degree.”6

 With time, and increased hunting pressure attributable to the fashion-
able desire to display stuffed animals, trophy heads, and skins in natural 
history museums and private homes, as well as to lucrative markets for 
tusks and robes, hunters decimated local animal populations. (Some of 
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these were also afflicted by newly introduced and devastating diseases such 
as rinderpest, which swept through east and southern Africa in the 1890s. 
As celebrated elements of the indigenous fauna grew scarcer, attitudes 
toward them changed: no longer the threats to “progress” they had once 
been, they now seemed to warrant protection. Various groups agitated 
for legislation to establish game reserves, and others chartered societies to 
conserve certain species of animals. Access to game was restricted, regula-
tions established new property rights over “wild animals,” and wardens 
and rangers exercised authority over extensive territories and the people 
and fauna within them. Then reserves were turned into parks, and tourists 
and cameras replaced hunters and guns within their bounds. Thus, big- 
game hunting “the most atavistic and antagonistic connection between 
humans and animals,” became, in historian Harriet Ritvo’s words, “the 
fitting emblem of the new style in which the British empire attempted 
to govern both the human and the natural worlds. The need to conquer 
through force had almost disappeared.” In its place was “a new need to 
exploit through management. Hunting and protection had become oppo-
site sides of the same coin.”7

 In Canada, scholarly interest in hunting and its corollary, wildlife 
protection, has been reinvigorated with the emergence of environmental 
history as a significant field of study. The years since the turn of the 
millennium have seen a relative outpouring of work elaborating on and 
extending themes broached in Janet Foster’s landmark 1978 study, Working 
for Wildlife, republished in 1998. For example, the Nature/History/Society 
series in which Hunting for Empire appears includes Tina Loo’s States of 
Nature, and John Sandlos’ Hunters at the Margins among its first half-
dozen titles. Loo traces the development of Canadian wildlife conservation 
from its social, political, and historical roots, and Sandlos argues that the 
introduction of game regulations, national parks, and game sanctuaries 
was central to the assertion of state authority over the traditional hunting 
cultures of the Dene and Inuit. Two slightly earlier books from UBC Press 
also contribute to understanding of these topics. George Colpitts’ Game 
in the Garden explores the ways in changing attitudes toward wild animals 
shaped social relations among western Canadians before the Second World 
War, and J. Alexander Burnett’s A Passion for Wildlife chronicles both the 
history of the Canadian Wildlife Service and the evolution of Canadian 
wildlife policy in the second half of the twentieth century.8

 To these focused monographs, the same press has recently added The 
Culture of Hunting in Canada, a diverse set of historical, contemporary, 
reflective, descriptive and analytical essays edited by Jean Manore and Dale 
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Miner.9 Several of these UBC Press authors and essayists have also con-
tributed to the journal literature, in which they have argued, for example, 
that “big game hunting in British Columbia constituted its practitioners as 
masculine and bourgeois, while simultaneously racializing and sexualizing 
them” and that indigenous traditions were misrepresented with significantly 
deleterious consequences for Native peoples.10 Others have contended that 
real men hunted buffalo, elaborated on the economic and moral lessons 
offered by hunting, asked who controlled the hunt, and traced the decline 
of game with the spread of settlement and the rise of sport hunters.11 When 
the scope is extended to include the equally rapidly expanding body of 
work examining the role of sport fishers in excluding Native peoples from 
traditional resources and monopolizing access to streams, it is clear that 
much has been learned about fish and game and about those who preyed 
upon or sought to preserve wild and aquatic life in Canada.12 
 Amid this burgeoning literature, Greg Gillespie has found room to offer 
new and thought-provoking perspectives on the history of gun sport and 
British encounters with overseas nature in Hunting for Empire. He does 
this by carefully circumscribing his topic and by adopting a particular 
(and in the context of Canadian historical writing, relatively unfamiliar) 
approach to the past. First, Gillespie trains the spotlight of his attention 
on three decades or so in the middle of the nineteenth century and centres 
his analysis on some fourteen or fifteen published accounts of expeditions 
through the western interior of Rupert’s Land by people who engaged in 
hunting for sport. None of this makes him oblivious to earlier or later 
developments or provides him with licence to ignore other writing on this 
period and general topic. It does, however, place his work firmly and nicely 
in the interstices between studies that deal with hunting by Natives and 
newcomers during the period in which fur trading dominated the western 
interior and those that address sport hunting and attitudes toward wildlife 
in the years after Canadian confederation.13 Second, Gillespie views this 
topic from the perspective of postmodern cultural studies and cultural 
history. Briefly put (and thus inherently inadequately), his account rests 
on textual analysis, or the identification of discourses and meanings in the 
documents of the past. Sometimes known as deconstructionist history and 
influenced by the so-called linguistic turn in humanities scholarship, work 
of this sort is not yet commonplace in historical scholarship, although 
it has gained considerable purchase in several of the social sciences. In 
general terms, inquiries that start from this position are more relativist 
and presentist than is traditional historical scholarship, especially in their 
denial, at the extreme, of all claims to fact, truth, and objectivity.14
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 Gillespie is explicit about his commitment to the epistemological 
foundations of cultural analysis, and there is no doubt that they inflect 
the story he tells in Hunting for Empire. This is, at base, a study of imperial 
ideas rather than a portrait of Canadian space. Gillespie focuses quite 
closely on the narratives produced by British travellers who hunted for 
sport in Rupert’s Land. He reads these accounts as part of a broader literary 
tradition, and pays particular attention to the linguistic codes, systems 
of meaning, and forms of representation that shape and structure their 
messages. Thus Hunting for Empire is an exercise in the interpretation of 
texts and a commentary on what they reveal of their creators rather than 
an account of the western interior of northern North America. It aims 
to understand the cultural experience of a small number of upper-class 
Britons who travelled into this territory, and is therefore more concerned 
with their attitudes, expectations, suppositions, and reflections than in 
when and where they went, the material circumstances they encountered, 
or how their presence affected the indigenous peoples and biophysical 
environments of the locales through which they passed. 
 This emphasis shifts the usual focus of historical engagement with 
the western interior of northern North America, but there is nothing 
untoward in that. Fresh approaches and the novel questions and creative 
interpretations they produce are only to be welcomed. Moreover, variants 
of the lens through which Gillespie views sport hunters in Rupert’s Land 
have been deployed by others. Although recent work in cultural studies 
is often explicit about its “a-disciplinary” character – proponents describe 
their field as a “simmering stew of the ideas, voices and lives of people all 
over the world” concerned to challenge established knowledge hierarchies 
and devoted to explicating the depth and breadth of “the ordinary” in 
everyday life – there is a long and venerable tradition of scholarship turned 
to these broad ends.15 Think, for example, of anthropologist Clifford 
Geertz’s influential argument, in 1973, for “thick description” as the route 
to rich ethnographic understanding of the symbolic meaning of cultural 
practices.16 Famously and controversially realized in his vivid account of 
cock fighting in Bali, and built on a view of “man as an animal suspended 
in webs of significance he himself has spun,” Geertz’s analytical technique 
drew insight both from Max Weber, one of the founders of sociology, and 
from Gilbert Ryle, one of the leading analytical philosophers of the early 
twentieth century, to insist that even the simplest act can mean different 
things depending on the cultural codes at work. To borrow the example 
that Geertz takes from Ryle, resting content with a “thin” account of the 
rapid closing and opening of a human eye will produce misunderstanding 
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when a blink is not a blink but a twitch, a conspiratorial wink, a parody 
of a wink, or someone “practicing burlesque of a friend faking a wink 
to deceive an innocent into thinking a conspiracy is in motion.” Only a 
“thick description” sensitive to cultural contexts, behavioural norms, and 
individual characteristics allows one to distinguish blinks from twitches 
and to understand the implications of different types of deliberate move-
ments of the eyelid. In Geertz’s semiotic approach to cultural understand-
ing, interpretation depends on making the leap from parts to the whole, 
on relating local detail to global structures, and on recognizing that “small 
facts speak to large issues, winks to epistemology and sheep raids to revo-
lution, because they are made to.”17

 Despite the considerable body of accomplished historical scholarship 
inspired by Geertz’s musings and the large, recent outpouring of new 
cultural histories on a wide range of topics, some readers may find Hunting 
for Empire unorthodox because of its claims for the large significance of small 
things and its commitment to finding meaning in the association of big 
ideas with particular turns of phrase or fragments of detail.18 Traditionally 
minded historians might regard some of these links as too easy and incline 
to mutter “show, don’t tell” when Gillespie finds his hunters using the 
language of scientific positivism to establish their authority, sees early- 
and mid-nineteenth-century British school teachers drawing on “Social 
Darwinism” to inculcate a belief in the eminence of imperial Britain, and 
gives the code of gentlemanly hunting a significant place in his analysis 
of sport hunters’ behaviour in the western interior of North America. 
The strict chronological sticklers among them might even wonder about 
anachronism, on the grounds that scientific positivism, sensu strictu, implies 
reference at the earliest to the work of Auguste Comte, whose writings were 
unlikely to have influenced this particular generation of hunters, or that 
the term Social Darwinism was first used in print in 1879.19

 Similar challenges are levelled at almost every piece of innovative 
scholarship: standards of scholarly practice evolve, and if students in 
the humanities and social sciences have learned anything in the last few 
decades it is that meanings of words and ideas are forever shifting and 
contested. Rather than engage in hair-splitting critique and grow vexed 
over this or that perceived imprecision, it surely serves reader and author 
better to acknowledge that Gillespie’s basic claims are not without point. 
The doctrine of empiricism, emphasizing the role of experience in the 
development of knowledge, formulated by John Locke in the seventeenth 
century and elaborated by members of the Scottish Enlightenment, helped 
to shape Comte’s ideas and held considerable influence in nineteenth- 
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century Britain. It is clearly reflected in the sayings and doings of Gillespie’s 
hunters. The ideas of Thomas Hobbes (“nature red in tooth and claw”) 
and Thomas Malthus (in essence “starvation of the weakest,” or inverted 
as Herbert Spencer had it, “survival of the fittest”) adumbrated many of 
the arguments of so-called Social Darwinists. And if the sportsman’s code 
reached its gentlemanly apogee late in the nineteenth century, or perhaps 
even in the early twentieth, in the codification produced by William Hor-
naday of New York, as some suggest, its foundations surely lie, as Gillespie 
points out, in Izaak Walton’s The Compleat Angler, published in 1653.20

 Mutterings aside, Gillespie’s commitment to a broad interdisciplinary 
perspective is as salutary as it is unusual. Recall that the hunters’ narratives 
at the heart of this book have been read and written about before. Years 
ago, they were “mined” for what they could contribute to then fashion-
able narratives about heroic explorers. For all his scholarly interest in the 
study of hunting, Gillespie avoids a similarly blinkered interpretation of 
these books simply as sporting accounts. Instead, he reads them in the 
round, as cultural texts. This carries him into thoroughly interdisciplin-
ary territory limned in the very structure of his book. His central chapters 
demonstrate this range in their focus on “authorship,” “sport,” “science,” 
and “nature.” As an interrogation of the ways in which authors sought to 
establish the veracity or “author-ity” of their accounts, the first of these is 
rooted in literary criticism and explores issues of concern to contempo-
rary anthropologists who have come to question the ways in which classic 
ethnographies claim weight through their authors’ assertions about “being 
there” among the observed.21 The second places Rupert’s Land hunters in 
their historical-imperial context. A direct response to MacKenzie’s sugges-
tion that hunting and imperialism were intricately connected, it examines 
the class and cultural underpinnings of British hunting and the ways in 
which these shaped the attitudes and actions of its agents who came to 
the interior of North America for sport. Chapter 4 focuses on the hunt-
ers’ cultural appropriations of the northwest territory, demonstrating that 
they used instruments of science – the Linnean system, cartography, and 
so on – at least as effectively as they did their guns (and with longer last-
ing impact). Finally, Chapter 5 reveals how these writing hunters deployed 
ideas of the picturesque and the sublime to tame and order the wild land-
scapes of America as they sought to describe and render them intelligible 
to readers “at home.” So the compass of this inquiry is extended into yet 
other realms as it engages with ideas and literatures nominally associated 
with fields such as the history of science, art history, and aesthetics. 
 Gillespie’s efforts to find significance in small things often forgotten 
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also produce some remarkable results. At best, his critical reading of the 
narratives of big-game hunting and the alternative interpretations of both 
the activity and the motivations of those who engaged in it shares with the 
work of other practitioners of the new cultural history a capacity to yield 
insights that force readers to think anew about particular facets of the past. 
Gillespie, like most scholars influenced by the postmodern, postcolonial 
impetus of recent decades, adopts a revisionist agenda. Specifically, he 
demonstrates that the truth claims made by the authors of hunting nar-
ratives were highly suspect, and that despite the patina of authority with 
which their books were burnished, they can in no way be characterized 
as “accurate reflections of historical realities” (p. 116). More generally, he 
seeks to provide a critical analysis of imperialism and to change our under-
standing of the ways in which British hunter-explorers engaged with the 
interior of northern North America. But he is a judicious revisionist. He 
weighs competing interpretations of British imperialism, most explicitly 
those offered by Edward Said and David Cannadine, and elects in the end 
to follow the latter in the conviction that this project turned at least as 
much upon the “replication of sameness and similarities originating from 
home,” as it did (in Said’s view, favoured by most postcolonialists) on the 
“insistence on difference and dissimilarities originating from overseas.”22 
 There is a phrase in Cannadine’s extended essay, Ornamentalism: How 
the British Saw Their Empire that Gillespie uses only once in passing (p. 
13) but that I take as something of a leitmotif for the story told in Hunt-
ing for Empire. Elaborating on the different perspectives he and Said offer 
on the process of imperialism, Cannadine insists that from his perspective 
the British empire “was about the familiar and the domestic, as well as the 
different and the exotic: indeed it was in large part about the domestica-
tion of the exotic” (emphasis added). By this, Cannadine means to suggest  
that imperial agents – and by extension therefore we can include Gil-
lespie’s hunters – were engaged in the long and often challenging task of 
“comprehending and … reordering … the foreign in parallel, analogous, 
equivalent [and] resemblant terms.”23

 Indeed. Remember this phrase and its corollaries through the pages 
that follow. Events, emotions, and ideas are complex, evanescent, and 
often insubstantial things and even highly accomplished writers have dif-
ficulty capturing them on the page. Actions and sentiments, and descrip-
tions of them, are frequently heavy with meaning and subject to various 
interpretations. Although he rightly emphasizes his account in different 
ways to reflect the diverse content of his sport hunters’ narratives and 
to draw out the intricacies of their many facets, much of the story that  
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Gillespie gives us turns on the complex, contingent, ever-shifting process 
of reducing the strangeness of the new (or rendering the unfamiliar famil-
iar) to which travellers past, present, and everywhere almost invariably 
contribute. When hunter-explorers gazed upon and “thereby appropri-
ated” landscapes hitherto seen by few (if any) other Europeans, they 
sought to communicate their form and character to those who had not 
visited them in terms that they might understand. If, as Mary Louise Pratt 
and others would argue, comparing the South Saskatchewan River to the 
River Thames privileged English terms and concepts over indigenous 
knowledge of, and local names for, that North American feature and 
imposed European forms of power on the landscape and its inhabitants, it 
is worth acknowledging that some of those who conjured this comparison 
probably did so with no greater motive than the hope of providing their 
readers with a meaningful way to measure what they could not look upon 
directly.24 Similarly, it is worth remembering that there was borrowing as 
well as appropriation: the indigenous Cree people knew the “swift-flowing 
river” of their traditional territory as “Kisiskatchewan.” 
 By the same token, when James Carnegie, discomfited by the wilder-
ness of Rupert’s Land and a lack of suitably/similarly educated com-
panions, read Shakespeare by the light of his campfire, he blanketed 
himself against an alien setting with the bard’s recognizable prose. When 
he showered footnotes upon his pages he was, often as not, endeavouring 
to bring to order the cacophony of information about new things pro-
duced by his own observations and those of others. Similarly, the “rational 
restraint” expected of gentlemanly hunters implied their capacity to tame 
the urge to savagery in themselves (associated with the “primitive” and the 
“exotic”), even as they were unable to bring under full and actual control 
the frontier and its many violent, aggressive, threatening characteristics. 
Displaying the heads and hides of unfamiliar beasts from distant locales 
in the heart of one’s household and creating museum dioramas of colonial 
landscapes featuring their fiercest animal inhabitants, shot, stuffed, and 
sterilized (and thus rendered impotent) spoke to the same domesticating 
impulse.25 And so too, of course, the making of maps, the development 
of careful descriptions and inventories of natural history, and the deploy-
ment of ideas about the picturesque and sublime in describing landscapes 
were part of the process of ordering the world, aligning its features with 
established precepts and bringing its remote and unfamiliar parts into 
concordance with the known. 
 None of this is to deny the other, often multiple, meanings attributable 
to what Gillespie effectively reveals as the far from innocent acts entailed 
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in hunting across the farther reaches of the empire and in writing about 
the experience. By illuminating these, this book makes a distinct contri-
bution to a growing body of work interrogating the origins, character, 
and functioning of imperial knowledge systems in colonial spaces. In the 
large pond constituted by these inquiries and entered from many angles 
by scholars with widely different interests, the intellectual ripples pro-
duced by Hunting for Empire parallel the arguments put forward by some 
researchers and cross or challenge the conclusions of others. This is how it 
should be. Both the substance of Gillespie’s understanding of the fascinat-
ing point at which hunting, empire, and travel writings coalesced in the 
western interior of Rupert’s Land and the cultural studies perspective that 
he brings to this topic enter the broader marketplace of ideas for discus-
sion, evaluation, and emulation.26 Here, as Geertz has said of interpretive 
anthropology, “progress is marked less by a perfection of consensus than 
by a refinement of debate.”27 In substance, students of imperialism, the 
early Canadian west, environmental history, Canadian studies, hunting, 
and sport history will find much in this book that is fresh and thought 
provoking. In approach, it also offers much to consider and reflect upon. 
Neither unreflexively “traditional” nor unabashedly deconstructionist in 
its approach, Hunting for Empire helps point the way toward a vigorous 
and vital history for the twenty-first century, a history that must, in my 
view, be “stimulated and enriched by the insights of post-modernism, 
rather than overwhelmed and undermined by them.”28
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Two decades ago, historian John MacKenzie called for scholars to 
develop a body of critical historical research dealing with hunting 
and imperialism. In The Empire of Nature: Hunting, Conservation, 

and British Imperialism (1988) MacKenzie wrote, “the significance of hunt-
ing in the imperialism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has never 
been fully recognized.” Indeed, an examination of leading journals from 
the last decade reveals that research on hunting remains at the scholarly 
periphery. No single research monograph offers a starting point, a base 
through which to advance and conceptualize the study of hunting as a 
cultural practice. I hope this book begins to address this issue.
 I happened on big-game hunting narratives as I sifted through innu-
merable volumes of nineteenth-century British travel literature for a 
course with Roger Hall as a graduate student at the University of Western 
Ontario. Through my research I developed a fascination with the topics of 
hunting, travel writing, and empire. This fascination carried me into other 
fields I might otherwise have passed by, such as environmental history, 
cultural geography, literary criticism, and English literature. I am a better 
scholar for having read within these broad and fascinating disciplines.
 I owe a debt of gratitude to Nancy Bouchier for her collegiality and 
helping me with my writer’s craft. I also want to thank John Bale, Doug 
Booth, Don Hair, Roger Hall, Colin Howell, Fred Mason, Don Morrow, 
Kevin Wamsley, and Graeme Wynn, who provided their professional 
criticism of the manuscript at different points along the road to publication. 
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A s a contributor to the study of popular culture in Canada, I 
seek to write sport, leisure, and recreation into our shared under-
standing of the past. I use the lens of cultural history, with a spe-

cific theoretical focus on textualism and meaning, to examine the themes 
of hunting, travel writing, and empire.1 I also draw on the approaches of 
cultural studies, literary criticism, cultural anthropology, poststructural-
ism, and social and postcolonial theory. I bring these perspectives to bear 
in my analysis of race, class, and gender construction, landscape forma-
tion, exploration, and sport hunting – all situated within the context of 
dispossession and appropriation. This interdisciplinary approach informs 
my understanding and provides depth to my engagement of matters vari-
ously and traditionally considered within the broad disciplines of sport, 
environmental, and imperialism history, as well as English literature, and 
Canadian studies.
 I hope the varied nature of my analysis brings these wide-ranging topics 
into closer conversation. This is perhaps a lofty goal, given the narrowness 
of academic research today, yet it is one I believe in. I hope too that each 
discipline will find insight and evidence of my debt to their work. I will be 
most gratified if students in these fields come to recognize, in the pages and 
arguments of this book, both the ground we share and the complementary 
nature of our perspectives on the past.
 To provide a framework for analysis, I divide Hunting for Empire into 
theme-based sections focused on authorship, sport, science, and nature, 
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with Chapters 1 and 6 serving as introductory and concluding bookends.
 Chapter 1 sets the stage by discussing the geographical and historical 
context of the study, specifically, the western interior of Rupert’s Land and 
the British hunters’ primary attraction to the region. This chapter further 
informs those that follow by outlining the theoretical approach used in 
the analysis of hunting and exploration narratives.
 Chapter 2 discusses “authorship” by providing an analysis of the remarks 
in the prefaces of hunting books and considers the ways through which the 
hunters sought to establish their literary authority. Authors conditioned 
the interpretation of sport, science, and nature, and thus the interpretation 
of their imperial narratives, with specific literary strategies at the opening 
of their books. Big-game hunters used their prefatory remarks to establish 
a positivist tone and plant the seed of commonsense acceptance of their 
narratives as “truth” and “fact.” These sorts of comments influenced how 
readers interpreted and understood forthcoming landscape and map con-
structions: as factual depictions of the frontier, rather than as subjective 
constructions based on a set of British-specific cultural codes and ways of 
seeing. Despite conscious and sustained efforts to establish their literary 
authority and the authority of their pictorial representations, British hunt-
ers ultimately undermined their own assertions of positivism, resulting 
in what I refer to as the prefatory paradox. Through statements of self-
deprecation, pandering to reviewers and readers, highlighting errata, and 
admitting to narrative omissions, as well as through changes in diction or 
grammar, authors ultimately undermined their own positivist assertions.
 Chapter 3 considers “sport” by analyzing big-game hunters situated in 
their class-based imperial hunting culture. This broad chapter considers 
the educational background and imperial ideologies expressed by hunters 
in their travel narratives. It outlines how the sporting preconditions and 
cultural biases of the hunters influenced the ways in which they participated 
in and drew meaning from colonial big-game hunting. I employ the term 
“hunting” in the elite British sense. Big-game hunters and sportsmen 
based their understanding of sport on class, enjoying hunting for the sake 
of the sport and not for pecuniary profit – at least none that they admitted 
to directly. Some hunted purely for sport, others for trophies to fill out 
their collections, and others desired specimens for personal or museum 
collections of natural history. I endeavour throughout this chapter to 
contextualize this group of big-game hunters within the larger nineteenth-
century British imperial hunting cult.
 Chapter 4 examines the varied forms of “science” used by the hunters to 
construct an anticipatory geography of imperialism. These men constructed 
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an image of the interior in a two-pronged manner that included a circum-
scription and systematization of the landscape. Through the Linnaean system 
of Latin nomenclature, British men identified flora and fauna, christened 
them with new names, and catalogued them into the European system of 
nature. They also advocated the introduction, or acclimatization, of colonial 
game back to Great Britain. On the other hand, they introduced wildlife into 
colonial frontiers that made the landscape appear British. British big-game 
hunters also constructed numerous maps in their construction of the frontier. 
Like Adam walking through the Garden of Eden, hunters renamed animals 
and landscape features after themselves and their upper-class peers. In doing 
so, they constructed landmarks: cultural constructs that etched themselves 
into the history of Rupert’s Land. Many of these landmarks remain today,  
the legacy of the British big-game hunters’ cultural appropriation of the  
western interior.
 Chapter 5 discusses “nature” by focusing on the cultural construction 
and appropriation of the wilderness landscape. Like the first book in the 
Nature/History/Society series at UBC Press, by Claire Campbell, this 
chapter brings an interdisciplinary perspective to the study of cultural 
landscape.2 The big-game hunters’ landscapes centred on two forms of 
aesthetic description: the picturesque and the sublime. Describing the 
appearance of their wilderness frontier to readerships at home required 
an understanding of these two nineteenth-century aesthetics. I argue 
that British hunters invoked the principles of the picturesque and the 
sublime to construct a British-looking image of the territory, an image 
referenced in ways their readers understood.3 Travel readers took pleasure 
in such aesthetic digressions, enjoying descriptions of foreign landscapes 
in territories never before traversed or hunted by white men. Although 
the picturesque and sublime varied considerably, they both held an 
underlying proprietary ideology. Any discussion of landscape formation 
and landscape theory must also include references to temporality. As an 
ongoing cultural process, landscapes result from imbuing places with 
layers of meaning over time.4 In this way, landscape formation is both 
an outlet for, and the outcome of, human agency: landscape is at once 
both constituted and constitutive.5 Analysis of conceptual metaphors and 
symbolism provides opportunities to examine the ways in which human 
agents, in this case big-game hunters, asserted proprietorship through the 
construction of cultural landscapes while, at the same time, creating a 
stage through which to produce and celebrate imperial masculinities. In 
this chapter, I use the terms “scientific gaze” and “aesthetic gaze” to refer 
to the British class-based positivist perspective that space could be fixed 
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and described objectively by a central viewer, resulting in the ordering and 
controlling of that space.6 This mediated cultural perspective reaffirmed 
the construction of the land from the dominant position of the colonizer. 
I also employ the term “aesthetic code,” or in specific cases “picturesque 
code” or “sublime code.”7 A code is a class-based, constructed set of cultural 
components that, in this case, guided the application and interpretation of 
the picturesque and the sublime. These components developed through 
aesthetic debates between leading British landscape designers during the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and are defined and discussed 
in Chapter 5.
 In the final chapter, I conclude by extending the landscape discussion 
from the previous chapter into the final two decades of the nineteenth 
century. I argue that the CPR appropriated the colonial and imperial 
landscapes constructed by British hunters and explorers from the 1840s to 
1870s as their own corporate and consumer landscapes in the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century. I suggest that the CPR co-opted the imperial 
hunting landscapes created by the hunters, and the literary conventions 
and strategies used to construct them, to target a new generation of elite 
British sportsmen, mountaineers, and other high-end tourist traffic to the 
Canadian West in the 1880s and 1890s.
 My emphasis on big-game hunting, and specifically imperialism, during 
the third quarter of the nineteenth century, steers this book in directions 
different from those defined in the work of historians Elizabeth Vibert, 
George Colpitts, and Tina Loo. According to Vibert, fur traders hunted 
avidly across the western interior in the early nineteenth century. They 
took part in sport hunting and discussed the practice in their fur-trade 
narratives. More than this, these middle-class men imagined themselves in 
aristocratic ways through their engagement in the socially exclusive prac-
tice of big-game hunting. Both Colpitts and Loo orient their work outside 
of an imperial model and steer around the specific period under examina-
tion in this book, the 1840s to the 1870s. Like Loo’s, Colpitts’ fine study 
of wildlife and sport tourism in western Canada concentrates primarily 
on the period following Confederation and the transfer of the western 
interior from the Hudson’s Bay Company. The big-game hunters and ex-
plorers who are the focus of this book were a small but distinctive group 
who conducted their explorations and imperial sport in a unique context 
– between the subsistence and sport hunting fur traders well documented 
by Vibert and those who contributed to the rise of the middle-class sport 
tourism industry whom Colpitts and Loo examine in the later nineteenth 
century.
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 In the area of cultural landscape, a theme that includes research in both 
environmental history and Canadian studies, my work leans closer to those 
more explicitly imperial in tone and analysis. In this respect, my analytical 
approach mirrors those of Colin Coates and Ian MacLaren. Coates situ-
ates his research within a larger imperial process and his work reveals the 
capacity of British imperialists to use aesthetic landscape principles and 
maps to construct distinctly British visions of Lower Canada. Although our 
geographical contexts are different, our research shares this fundamental 
starting point. MacLaren’s work emphasizes aesthetic explanation and dis-
cusses the need for explorers to see British landscapes in a land that rarely 
resembled Britain. Despite a section in his dissertation, MacLaren’s many 
publications avoid discussion of sport hunting narratives in favour of those 
written by fur traders, missionaries, artists, and frontiersmen. His depth of 
approach, particularly in the aesthetic examination of pictures and textual 
images, remains the standard in the analysis of British travel writing.
 The secondary literature on imperialism represents one of the largest 
bodies of historical and cultural research in existence; historians approach 
the field from innumerable perspectives. In recent years, excellent scholarly 
volumes have emerged from university presses emphasizing the marginal-
ized voices of Native peoples, Métis, and French Canadians in the history 
of imperialism and colonialism – and rightly so.8 I have a different orienta-
tion in mind for this book. I seek to write the British empire, and in this 
specific case, big-game hunters, back into the history of British imperial-
ism in Canada.9 Rather than emphasizing the colonial/periphery over the 
imperial/metropole, like much research on imperialism in Canada, or 
vice versa, I write about the metropole within, indeed saturated by, the 
periphery. Those reading from either vantage point will find like-minded 
perspectives dotted through the chapters that follow. The extent to which 
one considers the perspective, role, and agency of the colonized typically 
distinguishes the first orientation of imperial research from the second.10 
Although I discuss Native and Métis peoples and demonstrate their his-
torical agency within the hunter-guide relationship, my focus rests with 
British hunters as my primary historical actors. This book endeavours to 
look at the western interior through their imperial eyes.
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When i was a boy, my scottish father took my older brother 
and me to the Sportsman’s Barbershop in the small town of 
Grimsby, Ontario, to get our hair cut. Unlike the unisex hair-

stylists of the 1990s, the Sportsman’s Barbershop served an exclusively male 
clientele during the late 1970s. The barber who owned the place wanted to 
make men feel comfortable and themed his shop to construct a decidedly 
masculine space. He decorated the interior to reflect Canada’s outdoor 
sporting heritage and included pictures of bear, moose, and other big 
game. A set of mounted deer antlers hung above the mirror for each chair. 
Framed images of Queen Elizabeth II and the Union Jack looked down 
upon the patrons from the centre of the barbershop. The magazine rack 
held titles relating to the outdoors, fish, and buck hunting. The proprietor 
even had a small stack of boys’ books dealing with stories of hunting and 
adventure. I recall, as a shy, freckled, blonde-haired blue-eyed lad, sitting 
on a chair, feet dangling off the floor, reading stories, daydreaming, or lis-
tening to lively hunting discussions while quietly waiting my turn. Amid 
the high-pitched hum of the barber’s clippers, I listened with fascination 
to the shared sporting experiences of the barbershop patrons. Within the 
masculine confines of the Sportsman’s Barbershop, men constructed and 
reaffirmed themselves through the culture of hunting and stories of the 
Canadian wilderness – all under the watchful eye of the Queen.
 This book provides a cultural history of hunting, travel writing, and 
empire – themes that still resonate from my experiences as a young lad 
in that wee barbershop nestled at the corner of Main Street and Christie. 

1
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I examine the cultural interconnectedness of these three themes through 
a specific form of historical evidence: published narratives of big-game 
hunting and exploration from the western interior of Rupert’s Land during 
the third quarter of the nineteenth century. The genre of colonial sporting 
adventure books developed during the 1800s and forms a subgroup of 
the seemingly infinite body of published narratives known generically as 
British travel literature. These books reveal a fascinating history of cultural 
experience along British North America’s western frontier. Through 
their narratives, British big-game hunters constructed the region from a 
proprietary perspective, identified material resources, and hinted at the 
capacity of the land to support future British colonization, all on the cusp 
of a vanishing frontier.
 Hunting for Empire analyzes cultural imperialism as revealed through 
the narratives of upper-class British men who travelled across the western 
interior of Rupert’s Land for sport and exploration between the 1840s 
and the early 1870s. As a cultural history, this book scrutinizes big-game 
hunting narratives by situating them as cultural texts – as a series of literary 
and pictorial representations invested with a broad array of meanings, 
inferences, rituals, and symbols.1 Within these texts, I focus on four themes 
central to the genre of hunting narratives – authorship, sport, science, and 
nature – that also serve to structure the chapters of this book. These themes 
provide focus to the analysis of hunting texts and collectively express the 
lived discourse of imperial big-game hunting. I should also say that I 
approach this study as a cultural scholar interested broadly in sport and 
imperialism, rather than as a historian of the Canadian West specifically. 
From this perspective, I focus on the hunters’ cultural presuppositions 
regarding their proprietary view of land, and on the meanings associated 
with participation in their imperial sport, rather than emphasizing specific 
localities in the western interior or providing a chronicle of expeditions 
made or buffalo killed.2 Of specific interest in this study are the cultural 
strategies employed in hunting narratives to construct and appropriate 
space, as well as the meanings imbued in and drawn from acts such as 
hunting, collecting trophies, and landscape formation.
 Two of the first British big-game hunters to journey to the western 
interior travelled with fur trader George Simpson on his annual canoe 
voyage from Lachine in 1841.3 The Earls of Caledon and Mulgrave, British 
Army officers stationed in Lower Canada in the late 1830s and early 
1840s, accompanied Simpson to the Red River Settlement. From there 
the two men struck west to hunt the buffalo. In his famous travel book, 
Narrative of a Journey Round the World During the Years 1841 and 1842, 
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Simpson extolled the courage and hunting prowess of the two upper-
class sportsmen.4 The subsequent reports of “good sport” had by Caledon 
and Mulgrave, alongside news of a hunting excursion the year before to 
Missouri and Kansas by British officers also stationed in the Canadas, 
initiated a “prairie fever” of sorts among wealthy British elites eager to 
add buffalo to their list of bagged game.5 A small but increasing flow of 
imperial-minded big-game hunters began travelling to the plains of British 
North America for sport. By the late 1850s, enough sporting gentlemen 
visited the region that the Hudson’s Bay Company charged a fee of ten 
shillings a day (five for servants) for food and lodging while staying at 
company posts.6

 A number of elite British sportsmen followed Caledon and Mulgrave 
in the 1840s and 1850s. Sir Frederick Ulric Graham, the Baronet of 
Netherby, travelled to hunt the buffalo and regain his health in the 
colonial wilderness in 1847. In the 1850s, Lords Robert Grosvenor, a 
relative of the Duke of Westminster, and Frederick Cavendish, the son 
of the Duke of Devonshire, followed Graham’s expedition. Two young 
sporting gentlemen, Viscount Henry “Teddie” Chaplin and Sir Frederick 
Johnstone, arrived in the western interior in 1861 with arctic explorer 
Dr. John Rae, who served as the boys’ chaperone. Chaplin organized the 
big-game hunting expedition at the age of twenty and invited his school 
chum Johnstone to take part in the hunt. Both were from wealthy English 
families, and Chaplin was a close friend of the Prince of Wales while at the 
University of Oxford. Alongside their quest for buffalo, cabri (antelope), 
and wapiti (red deer/elk), Rae conducted astrological observations with 
equipment purchased by the Royal Geographical Society and entered 
unmapped regions of the interior.7 During their expedition, Rae renamed 
Native landmarks with new British names, such as Lake Chaplin and Lake 
Johnstone.8 The town of Chaplin, Saskatchewan, still bears Henry’s name 
today and immortalizes his imperial hunting expedition to the western 
interior of Rupert’s Land. Sadly, few travel narratives exist today of these 
early big-game hunting expeditions.
 The trickle of big-game hunters who travelled to the region between the 
early 1840s and mid-1850s gave way in the following decade to an increasing 
number of scientists, explorers, and surveyors on “official” missions for the 
British and Canadian governments. However, to label these men so narrowly 
fails to address their cultural propensity for the imperial sport of big-game 
hunting – particularly when “official” missions were often carried out under 
the guise of buffalo hunting expeditions.9 We need to recognize that socially 
elite British men during the mid-nineteenth century viewed the activities of 
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exploration and hunting as equally important aspects of a colonial adventure; 
an idea sometimes lost in the historiography of Rupert’s Land prior to 
the 1870s. Described by historian Irene M. Spry as “the Irish sportsman 
who became an explorer,” British officer John Palliser travelled to the West 
under the auspices of a British scientific expedition, yet he always took the 
opportunity to run with the buffalo for sport and sustenance.10 Indeed, one 
might better characterize Palliser’s trip as a Royal Geographical Society-
sanctioned big-game hunting expedition than a mission of exploration. In 
slight contrast to Palliser, James Carnegie, the Earl of Southesk, constructed 
maps and named landmarks on his trip, but he travelled explicitly for the 
sport provided by big game and expressed an anti-modern sentiment for a 
rest-cure in the invigorating colonial wilderness. The varying motivations of 
imperial-minded men like Palliser and Carnegie, along with an early context 
for expeditions of a sporting and scientific nature, requires a malleable 
application of the term “hunter” during the period under discussion. The 
narratives I examine in this book reflect a group of men who hunted for sport 
while in the western interior, rather than a group of sport hunters strictly 
defined. Regardless of whether they travelled for the purpose of exploration, 
leisure, science, or art, these men fell into the category of hunters when they 
gazed at vast herds of buffalo and charged headlong into the British big-
game hunting impulse (Figure 1.1). 

1.1 “My Last Buffalo Hunt.” Although Palliser never wrote a narrative of his buffalo-
hunting experiences in the western interior, his narrative of hunting on the plains of the 
United States included several images depicting the sport. John Palliser, Solitary Rambles 
and Adventures of a Hunter in the Prairies (London: J. Murray, 1853), 268.
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 Social class plays an important role in the analysis of these men and 
their imperial hunting culture. Many of these sporting gentlemen came 
from England’s nobility and minor nobility and held titles such as 
baronet, viscount, and earl. They trained in England’s elite universities 
and possessed capital and leisure, like Graham and Carnegie. These elites 
lived on private estates, owned land, and possessed military experience 
as well as the personal wealth for year-long sporting tours. However, not 
all British men who travelled to the western interior possessed such elite 
social status. Men like William Francis Butler (Figure 1.2) came from the 
lesser ranks of the upper class and held little beyond their commission as 
military officers.11 Like Butler, these men hunted big game in addition 
to performing their official duties, or as soldiers while on leave from 
garrisons in eastern British North America. Regardless of their social 
position within the lower or middle ranks of the upper class, these men 
viewed England’s aristocracy as a “reference group” for their own leisure 
activities.12 Participation in the sport of big-game hunting reaffirmed their 
own class status and distinguished them from the lower orders. In this 
way, hunting and, most importantly, the class-based culture celebrated 
through the sport, confirmed their place in the new colonial socio-
economic hierarchy. 
 An elite public (private) school and university education during 
the nineteenth century included exposure to the culture of English 
athleticism. Through participation in the British sporting ethic, an ethic 
that applied equally to rugby and cricket as well as hunting and angling, 
these men desired more than mere athletic participation. They sought 
moral and physical improvement through sport, and, when in colonial 
destinations, to display their racial and technological superiority (Figure 
1.3).13 In this way the cultural act of big-game hunting connected to an 
array of other imperatives. British big-game hunting interwove the tenets 
of Muscular Christianity, modern science, and imperial duty. Activities 
like big-game hunting provided men with the opportunity to display the 
characteristics and qualities of imperial manhood. Through the culture 
of athleticism, British men believed that sporting activities like hunting 
offered opportunities for character formation and mental instruction. 
Most of all, as early as the mid-nineteenth century, but particularly in 
the final decades of the 1800s, men came to view big-game hunting 
in two interconnected ways: as an antidote to the effeminacy of urban 
civilization, and as an anti-modern escape from industrial British society.14 
Through the socially exclusive sport of big-game hunting, British men 
reaffirmed their patriotism and their right to the manly exercise reserved 
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1.2 “W.F. Butler.” British sportsman and explorer William Francis Butler mapped  
and hunted in the western interior of Rupert’s Land in 1872. William Francis Butler,  
The Wild North Land (London: Low, Marston, Low, and Searle, 1873), frontispiece.
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exclusively for the social elite.15 They presented these moral imperatives to 
rationalize their participation in the gore and butchery of the hunt. 
 Formal British education intertwined the concepts of sport, geography, 
and empire. In some instances, hunters provided the first recorded 
geographical explorations, or clarified points of geographical interest 
mentioned in the narratives of previous explorers, hunters, or fur traders. 
They revelled in filling their travel narratives with maps using latitude 
and longitude relative to Greenwich, England, to indicate their position, 
and the position of the territory, relative to the rest of the British empire. 
Empire builders at home in England celebrated the exploits of famous big-
game hunters as much for their additions to geographical knowledge as for 
their hunting prowess.16 The upper-class big-game hunter represented the 
harbinger of empire, and his departure to regions unknown harkened the 
introduction of civilization to the uncivilized corners of the world.17 As 
part of a broader imperial culture, the act of big-game hunting reflected 
back to the imperial centre desirous images of domination, control, 
and authority in distant colonies. The depiction of big-game hunters 
engaging in their upper-class privilege signified the imperial might of 
Great Britain.18

 Although no unassailable label exists, I use the term “western interior of 
Rupert’s Land” to bring geographical focus to a district and sub-districts 
that held shifting official titles during the 1800s. The majority of the 
hunting expeditions took place in the prairie, grassland, and park country 

1.3 “The Vanquished Foe.” Berkeley’s hunting expeditions led him along the 49th 
parallel, and his views of imperial sporting culture are typical of the mid-nineteenth 
century. Grantley Fitzhardinge Berkeley, The English Sportsman in the Western Prairies 
(London: Hurst and Blackett, 1861), frontispiece.
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of the western interior prior to Confederation (in what is now southern 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba). Some explored into the region 
of New Caledonia, however, or what is now British Columbia.19 King 
Charles II of England originally ceded the vast region known as Rupert’s 
Land to the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1670, and it remained a British 
territory until its purchase by the Dominion of Canada in 1870.20 This 
region included the area from Lake Superior to Hudson’s Bay, and across 
to the Rocky Mountains. After 1870 the area west of Manitoba became 
known as the North-West Territories and led to the creation of the North-
West Mounted Police to govern the region in 1873.21 Protected from large-
scale settlement until after the introduction of the railroad in the 1880s, 
the western interior consisted of bands of Native peoples and Métis, as 
well as fur traders at Hudson’s Bay Company posts, scattered missionary 
settlements, and select big-game hunters, adventurers, prospectors, 
scientists, and explorers.22 British hunters travelled to the interior via 
the Red River Settlement by canoe along old fur trade routes or they 
journeyed overland via Saint Paul, Minnesota.
 The prevailing British view of the western interior by this period explains, 
in part, why some big-game hunters travelled to this far-flung frontier. As 
late as the 1850s, the image of the West constructed in England by fur 
traders, explorers, and missionaries – as a dangerous, remote, and primeval 
wilderness – remained largely unchanged.23 Stories of roaming bands of 
hostile Blackfoot and Cree further encouraged this view. Farther north, 
John Franklin and other British explorers presented the North-West as a 
desolate arctic waste in the minds of the British reading public in the late 
1700s and early 1800s. With the exception of the Red River Settlement, 
the western interior of Rupert’s Land appeared too remote and too hostile 
as a potential area for British colonization by the mid-nineteenth century: 
dangerous Indian country to the south and a frozen tundra to the north.24 
To stay-at-home imperialists in England, the western frontier of British 
North America remained an obscure corner of the British empire.
 Although popular perception turned travellers away, dreams of 
romantic frontiers increased the sense of danger and adventure for a 
small group of men – particularly for those interested in hunting big 
game. Some looked beyond the big cats offered in Africa and India and 
began searching for a new sporting paradise. These men undertook the 
arduous journey and travelled for exploration and to shoot the plains 
buffalo. The western interior of Rupert’s Land provided everything a red-
blooded big-game hunter hoped for in a colonial expedition: unknown 
wilderness territories, noble savages, and unique big game. Indeed, the 
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idea that the colonial wilderness gave rise to a sense of adventure and a 
spirit of freedom epitomized the big-game hunter’s view of the territory 
by the mid-nineteenth century.25 Although the image of the wilderness 
turned most away, the romantic primitivism of the western interior only 
heightened its attractiveness as a destination for sporting adventure during 
the mid-nineteenth century.
 The hunters’ perception, and primary attraction to the region, changed 
soon afterwards. By the 1850s and 1860s, the image of Rupert’s Land, 
both in England and the new Dominion of Canada, evolved from a 
desolate primeval expanse to a potentially fertile region for settlement. 
The expeditions made by Palliser and Henry Hind in the late 1850s – big-
game hunters in their own right – confirmed the resource potential of 
the area prior to Confederation.26 Albeit slowly, change followed this 
reconsideration. The Canadian Pacific Railroad arrived at Winnipeg and 
Calgary in the early 1880s, and European immigrants followed slowly. 
Most important, the seemingly inexhaustible buffalo, so integral to the 
British hunter’s primary attraction to the area, were effectively destroyed 
by the 1870s.27 Following this decade, the western interior, no longer an 
evocative frontier on the edge of empire, and without the unique sport 
provided by the buffalo, possessed little draw as a destination for imperial 
adventure until after the introduction of the railroad. Along with the 
frontier, the initial sporting appeal of this distant corner of the empire 
passed into history. As we shall see in the chapters that follow, the hunters’ 
literary and cultural legacy remained.
 Between the 1840s and the early 1870s, perceptions of the western 
interior were changing.28 This unique period offered a fascinating cultural 
milieu: the pre-modern and modern, the last vestiges of the fur trade, and 
the beginning of the Dominion Land Survey.29 Just decades later, the West 
stood on the cusp of a dramatic transformation brought by the railroad and 
settlement. This rough quarter-century represents an intriguing between-
time in the history of the western interior. The narratives written by big-
game hunters and explorers during this period followed a series of fur-trade 
narratives that had already constructed the interior in the late 1700s and 
early 1800s as resource-laden but remote and primeval.30 Fur traders and 
fur-trade companies promoted this image in part to deter exploration and 
settlement of their main wildlife fur preserve. These same hunting books 
preceded the rise of Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) corporate advertising 
that co-opted the colonial wilderness landscapes in British fur-trade and 
big-game hunting narratives to promote the Canadian West to a new 
generation of elite British sportsmen and tourists in the final decades of 
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the nineteenth century.31 During this period, the CPR marketed imperial 
discourse and specific sporting landscapes of consumption back to Great 
Britain.
 The brief time span during which the western interior presented 
an attraction for British big-game hunters explains why few published 
narratives exist of their experiences. Individuals such as Graham required 
the permission of the Hudson’s Bay Company to hunt and explore in 
Rupert’s Land, and men like him only travelled to the region between 
the 1840s and the extinction of the buffalo. Compared to the published 
narratives of the British fur traders that preceded them, or the promotional 
sporting pamphlets published by the CPR that followed them, the 
narratives of big-game hunters and explorer-hunters are few. Rather 
than simply ignoring these unique narratives and their fascinating time 
period, I focus on providing critical cultural commentary to explain their 
story and place in the history of the western interior. Viewing this set 
of primary sources as a limitation only heightens their intellectual and 
historical interest and, to my mind, presents a compelling rationale for 
their analysis. Although limited in number, the voices in these books cry 
out for historical scrutiny, and I endeavour to provide a close and nuanced 
reading of their narratives.
 Like all genres of travel writing, hunting and exploration texts present 
a challenging set of concerns regarding their use as historical source 
documents. British hunters followed a set of literary conventions and 
made distinctions about what to include and exclude in their narratives. 
None of their descriptions provides a prolonged, detailed account of 
everything that happened in a given historical situation or regarding a 
specific individual. The internalization of cultural experience typically 
precludes such accounts. Their books are aimed directly at their elite 
brethren across the British empire and convey the experience of the British 
North American frontier. One cannot mistake the imperial tone and 
character of these books. Some may consider the cultural myopia of 
nineteenth-century British imperialists to be an inherent drawback, and 
as a source for the history of marginalized groups this may be, but I view 
the cultural selectivity of travel narratives as a strength of this form of 
evidence, particularly when examining British imperial discourse.
 Like most publications, hunting narratives underwent an editorial 
process. Authors wrote field notes around the campfire, or brief logbook 
entries while on horseback, and rewrote their observations either on their 
trip back to England or years afterwards. The preliminary drafts received 
edits between the author and the publisher prior to publication.32 The 
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publisher’s artist created engravings from the author’s sketches, and these 
also underwent a process of revision. These procedures resulted in a diverse 
structural range within the genre. Some authors divided their journals into 
chapters, some listed dates and places frequently, and still others provided 
maps and engravings, where others did not.33 Although most published 
their narratives within a few years of their return, some waited over a 
decade, and one family, that of the aforementioned Graham, published 
his narrative posthumously in the form of his journal notes almost fifty 
years after his expedition in 1847. Despite their diversity of construction, 
hunting narratives comment on a broad array of subjects consistent with 
a new cultural encounter, and they offer insight into landscape aesthetics, 
the elite code of hunting sportsmanship, natural history, and frontier 
exploration.
 Given these important issues related to hunting narratives as primary 
sources, one might ask the question: how would a study that focuses on 
the editorial process alter our interpretation of the pictorial and literary 
images constructed by British hunters? As mentioned, all travel narratives 
underwent some sort of editorial procedure for publication, and I 
recognize that an examination of the personal papers of either the authors 
or their publishers might produce insight into this process. However, we 
must also acknowledge that the British imperial public came to know 
distant frontiers like the western interior through the published word, 
and not by the scraps left on the editorial room floor. This means that 
hunting accounts represent a negotiation between the hunters’ journal 
notes and the revisions designed to meet the literary expectations of their 
British readership. Although I discuss editorial procedures in Chapter 2, I 
reiterate that the focus of this book remains with the published narratives, 
as these texts provided the popular images of the western interior as the 
British and Canadian public came to know them.
 Many of the popular images in hunting narratives took the form of cul-
tural landscapes. The inclusion of class-based aesthetic landscape descrip-
tions broadened the appeal of travel narratives within the nineteenth-
century book trade in England.34 The depiction of the imperial practice 
of big-game hunting situated within picturesque and sublime landscape 
imagery further contributed to the popularity of narratives. So much 
so that some non-sporting nineteenth-century journals in Great Britain, 
such as Nineteenth-Century and Blackwood’s Magazine, published material 
from hunting narratives.35 Big-game hunters and their publishers also pro-
duced multiple editions and printed extracts in sporting journals such as 
Field and Sporting Magazine. As well, the British men who travelled to the 
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western interior published narratives from other British colonies, where 
they combined hunting, natural history, and exploration.36

 The varied nature of the themes I discuss in this book requires a 
broad definition of the term “imperialism.” By imperialism I refer to the 
cultural processes, practices, and discourses through which the British 
constructed, produced, extended, and celebrated their empire.37 By 
emphasizing the cultural constructedness of imperialism, I endeavour 
to examine the cultural attitudes and practices of the British empire 
alongside the traditional topics of land acquisition, political declarations 
of ownership, and resource exploitation. This provides the opportunity 
to examine British imperialism informed by militarism, social class, racial 
prejudice, and the belief in the civilizing mission.38 During the nineteenth 
century, these attitudes and beliefs pervaded British cultural texts such 
as maps, paintings, sketches, music, and all forms of literature including 
travel writing. The process of cultural appropriation, as exhibited in these 
texts, includes one underlying assumption: that claims of ownership made 
by distant imperial powers did not presuppose the cultural possession of 
colonial frontiers.39 This reminds us that political, economic, or martial 
declarations of ownership made in far-off European metropoles did not 
necessarily include a cultural embrace of the land. Whether colonists, 
explorers, fur traders, or big-game hunters, the empire’s agents needed to 
assert cultural proprietorship of colonial space – and they did so in ways 
both clever and complex.
 The appropriative representations of the western interior of Rupert’s 
Land constructed by imperial big-game hunters suggest a distinct cultural 
discourse. They reveal a negotiation of sameness and otherness – or what 
British historian David Cannadine calls Ornamentalism.40 Cannadine 
brings this theory forward in his book Ornamentalism: How the British 
Saw Their Empire in response to the overapplication of Edward Said’s 
concept of Orientalism in colonial and imperial scholarship.41 Rather than 
an undigested application of Orientalism that overemphasizes othering 
and the exotic, Ornamentalism calls for balance in interpretation. I am 
aware that Cannadine intended his theory to speak directly to issues 
of social class and hierarchy in British colonies during the nineteenth 
century. However, I broaden the application of his theory in my own 
work, as his argument speaks equally well when considered against the 
beliefs, attitudes, and representations of cultural imperialism. The British 
empire, he argues, constructed colonial lands and foreign cultures based 
as much on resemblance as difference. Cannadine presents a compelling 
case in his effort to, as he says, reorient Orientalism. He writes that 
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British imperialists envisaged their colonies through extension, or in some 
cases, through outright idealization of England.42 They imagined their 
colonies and appropriated the frontiers of empire through a specific set 
of imperial eyes that hunted for signs of home. This process included 
“comprehending and reordering the foreign in parallel, analogous, 
equivalent, [and] resemblant terms” in addition to othering strategies.43 
From this understanding, Ornamentalist constructions of dissimilar 
cultures and colonial geographies teetered precariously along an axis of 
similarity and difference.
 Rather than suggesting that the cultural constructions and representa-
tions within hunting and exploration narratives reveal a strict form of 
othering or Orientalism, I prefer to examine the relationship and interplay 
of the Ornamental, which is inclusive of the similar and the different. 
Like Cannadine, I believe a case for common ground is long overdue. 
The narratives and pictorial constructions of imperialists such as big-game 
hunters reveal an emphasis on difference, dissimilarities, otherness, and 
the exotic, as well as sameness, similarities, the familiar, and the domes-
tic. British hunters brought their cultural baggage and projected specific 
visions from the imperial metropole onto the colonial periphery. At the 
same time, they imported and analogized colonial visions back to the 
empire. Viewing imperialism as Ornamentalism presents an opportunity 
to examine not only the exotic but also the domestication of the exotic. 
Put differently, we can examine the cultural representation of otherness as 
well as the sameness of the otherness – a key distinction in the examina-
tion of cultural landscapes in Chapter 5. The hunters’ picturing and visu-
alizing of the British empire in these ways included a well-choreographed 
and adaptable cult of geopolitical associationism, not unlike that shown in 
American astronaut Neil Armstrong’s quote in the epigraph of this book 
a hundred years later.
 The anti-conquest is a style of representation that connects to the 
Ornamentalist model. British imperialists such as big-game hunters used 
the anti-conquest strategy of representation to draw attention to the seeming 
innocence of the imperial process while simultaneously underscoring 
their appropriation and control of the interior.44 Through hunting and 
exploration narratives, British hunters naturalized their appropriation of 
colonial territories; by constructing British-looking images of the western 
interior, these men validated and legitimized their cultural appropriation 
of colonial space.
 The processes of imperialism and the cultural practice of big-game 
hunting are best understood from a postmodern, postcolonial understanding 
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– not as monolithic processes or rigid cultural practices but rather as 
complex, dynamic, and, at times, tantalizingly subtle processes with their 
own inherent incongruities and contradictions. From this perspective, I 
examine the act of big-game hunting as a ritualized expression of class, 
gender, and social privilege. Understanding the culture of the hunt includes 
the analysis of the sport in both literary and pictorial form in hunting 
narratives – in brief, I look at hunting as a point of cultural articulation, 
as a nexus, of imperial culture. With so many points of interconnection, 
cultural ambiguities saturate the practice of big-game hunting.45 British 
hunters applied their imperial culture in different and uneven ways, and, 
at times, the act of big-game hunting seemed itself an exercise in social and 
cultural contradiction. Throughout the pages that follow, I detail the many 
and varied paradoxes of British hunters and their hunting cult. All cultures 
contain inherent flaws and contradict themselves in one way or another. 
These contradictions or incongruities include any number of beliefs, 
values, ideals, representations, symbols, or cultural practices that claimed 
to do one thing and then either explicitly, but usually implicitly, did the 
opposite. This makes the scholarly examination of culture a messy and 
complex business: it’s like a figurative old ball of dirty string tightly wound, 
rather than a neatly gift-wrapped package. If you look closely, the ball of 
string has overlapping threads aligned in innumerable directions. I envision 
these as the inconsistencies and contradictions of culture. As we shall see, 
cultural contradictions worked in two ways: they served to both privilege 
and undermine the authority and culture of big-game hunters. By drawing 
attention to and analyzing these incongruities, I situate imperialism as a 
negotiated process, and big-game hunting as a shifting cultural practice.
 The discourses of authorship, sport, science, and nature rest at the 
centre of imperial big-game hunting narratives. Through these important 
aspects of imperial appropriation, this book attempts to discern the 
cultural processes through which British big-game hunters appropriated 
and represented the land, its resources, and its peoples. Emerging from 
the forms, codes, and conventions of the leisured elite, British big-game 
hunting narratives tell of specific cultural attitudes, historical circumstances, 
and ways of seeing. They viewed the landscape from the perspective of 
the world’s foremost imperial power and presented images of similarity 
and difference to position the western interior of Rupert’s Land as part 
of the broader empire. Due to their construction for imperial audiences, 
they reveal more about the imagined, culturally constructed images of 
the British empire than about colonial physical geography. The hunters 
considered the land from the standpoint of its exploitable resources and 
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assessed the capacity of the region for future British colonization. Within 
their hunting and exploration narratives, British hunters described, 
measured, sketched, canoed, portaged, stalked, dated, and mapped their 
way across vast distances, all the while hunting for empire.
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